The Universe has no limits.
Just like your brand.

FMCG

NorSweet
Complex brand building & implementation
process for a value-driven Norwegian
smart-food company
CLIENT

CHALLENGE

NorSweet

At the beginning of 2020, we were approached by Norwegian
investors to develop a new brand with a potential to make
a groundbreaking change on the food market. What we’ve
got at the beginning were great products and a clear vision:
people deserve sugar-free and nutritious meals. As exciting as
it sounds, this project needed a perfectly organized timeline
due to comprehensive scope of work. Each project we take
part in begins with a transparent process – strategy workshops
when we diagnose problems and challenges to overcome.
We believe that only thoughtful actions can make an actual
impact. And that’s what made us one step closer to the perfect
NorSweet’s solution.

SCOPE OF WORK:
∕ Strategy – brand,
social media & content
marketing, marketing
∕ Branding – logo
& Corporate Identity
∕ Packaging
∕ BTL Materials
∕ Photo session
∕ E-commerce website –
concept, design, UX/UI,
development
∕ Digital & display materials

SOLUTION

Based on strategic workshops we knew that this brand couldn’t
be another FMCG e-commerce, but had to be a part of the
unique experience. At first glance, we wanted to pay close
attention to Norway’s origin and high quality of the products.
Achieving it was possible by elegant, yet welcoming brand
designs and user-first online activities. We’ve divided our work
into separate, but connected steps – positioning strategy, brand
design, web UX/UI & development, marketing, communication
and sales approach.

NorSweet
/ BR AND DESIGN

OUTCOME

One word to describe NorSweet? A purpose-driven brand.
We’ve created not only perfectly designed e-commerce,
but a smart food company with a mission to battle global
sugar consumption as well. It resonates in day-to-day
communications, branding and offline & online customer
experience. Consistency based on AGILE workflows,
working closely with the client and open-mind were keys to
the success. Moreover, our target group-driven approach
generates sales and makes people’s life better. And making
this a movement is even more than we aimed for.

NorSweet
/ PACK AGING

NorSweet
/ BTL MATERIALS
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/ BTL MATERIALS
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/ PACK AGING

NorSweet
/ WEBSITE - MAIN PAGE

NorSweet
/ WEBSITE - RECEIPES

NorSweet
/ WEBSITE - PRODUCT PAGES

NorSweet
/ SOCIAL MEDIA

FINANCE & INSUR ANCE

LINK4
Comprehensive brand service for the
leader of the insurance industry

CLIENT

CHALLENGE

Link4

LINK4 is a pioneer and leader of direct insurance in
Poland. They are also a laureate of many awards and
distinctions in the finance and insurance industry. We
started our constant cooperation when the client came
to us with a brief that assumed the creation of a fresh,
creative Key Visual for OWU LINK4 Mama. Satisfaction
with the project prepared by us turned into a constant
and comprehensive service for the brand in terms of
both BTL and digital materials.

SCOPE OF WORK:
∕ Key Visual
∕ Infographics
∕ Illustrations
∕ Pictograms
∕ Desk calendar
∕ BTL materials
∕ Animations
∕ Christmas card

SOLUTION

A deep understanding of the brand’s mission, its
communication strategy and insurance market has
enabled us to ideally find the answer to the client’s
needs by preparing a wide variety of materials as part
of ongoing cooperation with LINK4.
OUTCOME

The materials we created perfectly reflect the essence
of the LINK4 offer and present its most important
elements in a coherent and attractive way. They made
it possible to achieve the goals set in the client’s sales
plans and ensure brand recognition and awareness.
SEE FULL LINK4 – CASE STUDY

››

LINK4
/ BR AND DESIGN

LINK4
/ BR AND DESIGN / OWU AUTO CASCO

LINK4
/ BR AND DESIGN / PR FOLDER

LINK4
/ BR AND DESIGN / OWU MAMA

LINK4
/ BR AND DESIGN / CORONAVIRUS POSTERS

LINK4
/ BR AND DESIGN / SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS
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/ BR AND DESIGN / SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

LINK4
/ BR AND DESIGN / SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

CONSUMER GOODS

Charlie’s Pie Shop
Branding, website, and packaging design
for a restaurant brand with savory pies from
New Zealand
CLIENT

CHALLENGE

Moa Company

Charlie’s Pie Shop is the first locale in Krakow in which you can try original
and one-of-a-kind meat pies prepared according to a traditional recipe
brought directly from New Zealand. Our client is a professional chef
with 17 years of experience working in the best kitchens in the world
who decided to launch a specialty from his home country. Thanks to
a successful previous partnership for his burger joint Moaburger, he
commissioned us to create a modern and friendly fast-casual brand.

SCOPE OF WORK:
∕ Brand workshops
∕ Strategic direction
∕ Logotype
∕ Branding
∕ Website - graphic design
project & implementation
∕ Packaging
∕ Print materials - posters,
flyers
∕ Photo session

SOLUTION

Together with the client, we conducted strategic workshops to find
out more about his vision for the brand. We were curious about the
history behind the specialty - it’s a novelty on the Polish market. Thanks
to the information we gathered, we were able to establish a target
audience for the future restaurant and determine the appropriate
USP. After specifying the strategic direction and crafting the creative
concept, we started to work on the logotype and the entire branding.
While working on the website design for the new restaurant, we were
simultaneously preparing the concept and design of the packaging.
Inspired by the design of the client’s native country, we decided on
lightness and modernity.

CHARLIE’S PIE SHOP
/ BR AND DESIGN

/ WEB DESIGN

OUTCOME

The fruit of our labor is a fresh and modern brand image - like the New
Zealand cakes of Charlie’s Pie Shop itself. Thanks to the branding and
materials prepared by us, the restaurant has achieved great success
in Krakow and has been met with an enthusiastic reception amongst
lovers of original and exotic culinary tastes in the spirit of fast-casual.

Charlie’s Pie Shop
/ BR AND DESIGN

/ WEB DESIGN
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TECHNOLOGY

Cirrus
Increased conversion in high definition! Website and
campaign for a leading American manufacturer of
solutions for commercial LED displays
CLIENT
Cirrus Systems, Inc.
SCOPE OF WORK
∕ UX/UI audit
∕ UX workshops
∕ UX/UI & Development of
Landing page and website
∕ Banners for Google
Display Network campaign
∕ Copywriting for Google
Search Ads campaign

SEE WEBSITE

Cirrus is an LED displays manufacturer with headquarters in Portsmouth, NH in the
USA, operating throughout the United States and Canada.The solutions offered by
Cirrus are much more than outdoor LED screens. The competitive advantage of the
solutions proposed by Cirrus is really considerable. Thanks to the ultra-high resolution,
they present the values of the advertised products and services in detail.
CHALLENGE

Our client turned to us with a question of solutions connected to supporting the lead
generation process. This was related to the transformation of the Cirrus business model.
After the initial exploration audit however, we identified that their website was unable
to present their products and competitive advantage in an engaging way for the target
group.
SOLUTION

So we started with an audit of the client’s old website with focus on strategic elements,
including personach, target group, in order to better respond to customer needs
and their decision-making process. That is why we implemented a calculator which,
taking into account a number of parameters, made it possible to estimate the return on
investment for Cirrus customers.

SEE FULL CIRRUS – CASE STUDY

››

Cirrus Led
/ WEB
BR AND
DESIGN
DESIGN

OUTCOME

Thanks to the new website, Cirrus was able to start
planning its lead generation activities, which now had
a much better chance of a satisfactory conversion rate,
presenting the brand’s products and services in full
splendor. We also supported GDN and Google Search
Ads campaigns, which allowed us to increase sales in
the difficult times of the global crisis.

Cirrus Led
/ WEB
BR AND
DESIGN
DESIGN
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DESIGN
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COSMETICS & PHARMA

Bioderma
5 year Brand Care for innovative
dermocosmetics producer

CLIENT

CHALLENGE

NAOS

Bioderma is a French innovative brand of dermatological
cosmetics that has placed breakthrough skin care
products on the market for 40 years. It has quickly
become one of the biggest producers of pharmacy
cosmetics in the world

SCOPE OF WORK
∕ Key Visuals
∕ Editorial
∕ Website Design
∕ Portal Design
∕ Packaging
∕ Sales Print Materials
∕ Other BTL Materials
∕ Multichannel Campaign

SOLUTION

We’ve provided Bioderma with regular and
comprehensive service since 2014, being responsible
for its brand communication in Poland.
OUTCOME

The main benefit of long-term cooperation with the
agency is its partnership nature, a good understanding
of the needs and problems of the brand, help in
achieving sales goals and saving time. Approximately
800 consistent projects, despite diversity, are carried
out annually.
SEE FULL BIODERMA – CASE STUDY

››

Bioderma
/ BR ANDING

/ DIGITAL
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COSMETICS & PHARMA

Latopic & Orsalit
Brand design for Polish Institute of
Biotechnology.

CLIENT

BACKGROUND/ CHALLENGE

Biomed

BIOMED Institute of Biotechnology is a company
combining modernity and tradition, offering a wide
range of medicinal products, dietary supplements,
medical wares and cosmetics for over 10 years in
Europe, Asia and Africa. The Client came to us with
a brief, which assumed the facelift of the packaging
design. Taking into consideration the brand’s
environment and its activities, we decided that the
facelift alone is not enough.Together with the Client,
we decided to create a new branding for two product
lines.

SCOPE OF WORK
∕ Creative concept of the
packaging of latopic line
∕ Creative concept of the
packaging of orsalit line

SOLUTION

We have created two creative concepts for packaging
for two product lines: Latopic and Orsalit.

Latopic & Orsalit
/ PACK AGING DESIGN

Orsalit – Concept 2
/ PACK AGING DESIGN

Latopic - Concept 1
/ PACK AGING DESIGN

Latopic - Concept 2
/ PACK AGING DESIGN

COSMETIC & PHARMA

Vis Plantis
Brand design for producer of the highest
quality cosmetics

CLIENT

CHALLENGE

Elfa Pharm sp. z o.o.

Elfa Pharm is a Polish producer of the highest quality
cosmetics. The company offers over 500 products
combining the latest achievements of cosmetology
with the tradition of herbal medicine. The company
approached us with a request to create a creative
concept for two new lines of cosmetic products. From the
beginning, we knew that the topic of natural cosmetics
would be a pleasant challenge, and the openness of
customers combined with the right approach would
allow us to find many interesting solutions.

SCOPE OF WORK
∕ Master design of Atopy
line packaging
∕ Master design of Betula
line packaging
∕ Master design
implementation for new
Avena line products

SOLUTION

We prepared two creative concepts for each product
line and created the final versions of all graphic
elements along with the texts of both product lines. We
also dealt with the implementation of master design
for new products of the existing Avena cosmetic line
on the market.
OUTCOME

Thanks to our experience in creating cosmetic brands,
we have successfully introduced new cosmetic lines for
Elfa Pharm

Vis Plantis
/ PACK AGING DESIGN

Vis Plantis Dermo
/ PACK AGING DESIGN

Vis Plantis Dermo
/ PACK AGING DESIGN

Vis Plantis Avena
/ PACK AGING DESIGN

RE AL ESTATE

Atal
Logo and advertising materials for one of the largest
developers in Poland.

CLIENT

CHALLENGE

ATAL

ATAL S.A. is a development company specializing in building housing
investments and commercial premises in the largest cities. One of the
biggest developers in Poland. Our challenge was to create a completely
new logo for one of many investments, and also sales and advertise
materials for already existing projects. ATAL is one of those client, we
work with based on constant cooperation - according to current needs.

SCOPE OF WORK
∕ Logo
∕ Set of icons
∕ 3 catalogues
∕ 2 booklets

SOLUTION

Our team designed a new logo for “Przystań Jasien” investment located
in Gdańsk. Final, very minimalistic project of logo, directly refers to
the location od this investment - located in the middle of green area nearby Jasień Lake. During the implementation of this project, we also
prepared advertising materials: 3 catalogues and 2 booklets. Each of
them required to design dedicated icons, matches the right typography
and colors reffering to the investment.
OUTCOME

All the materials, that we have prepared for the client, reflect the
strategic assumptions. Their goal was to reach the right customer, as
well as include all necessary information in the printed materials. We
did it! The consistency of materials, their transparency and minimalism
met the tastes of our client and the clients of ATAL. And this is just the
beginning of our cooperation.

Atal
/ CATALOGUE
BR AND DESIGN
DESIGN
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ENERGY

MPEC
Annual report and graphic design concepts
for a local heating company

CLIENT

CHALLENGE

Miejskie Przedsiębior-

MPEC is a heating company responsible for keeping the district of Krakow warm for over
half a century. The company is constantly developing and undertaking new challenges,
making use of a modernized network of heating systems. They are an advocate for
implementing environmentally friendly energy solutions and fight towards cleaner air in
the city. MPEC turned to Funktional for help in preparing an annual report summarizing
their activities of the previous year

stwo Energetyki Cieplnej
(MPEC)
SCOPE OF WORK
∕ Catalogue
∕ Maps
∕ Leaflets

SEE WEBSITE

SOLUTION

We wanted to display MPEC’s list of statistics and achievements in an energetic way,
creating an enjoyable experience out of a complex data set. Inspired by the core of
what the company does, the theme of heat was prominently exhibited in our graphic
designs. The colors and motifs remained visually consistent to the brand’s identity,
but our added orange hues perfectly complemented the company’s violet-and-yellow
colored logo, leading to a dynamic and fresh final look.
We prepared the report by focusing not only on visuals, but also on touch. The catalogue
cover immediately warms up your fingertips thanks to its velvety soft-touch finish, giving
off a sense of warmth.
OUTCOME

Our careful consideration of visuals, graphic design and the final presentation resulted in
an annual report that exudes a sense of warmth and brings the company’s achievements
to life. We managed to present a multitude of information and numbers in a way that is
accessible and user-friendly, with simplified icons for improved readability and clearly
arranged charts and tables throughout.
SEE FULL MPEC – CASE STUDY

››

MPEC Annual Report
/ EDITORIAL DESIGN
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INDUSTRY

Bratex
Branding for leader of high-quality roof systems

CLIENT

BACKGROUND

Bratex

Bratex is a company specializing in the production and
sale of high-quality roof sheets. The company came to
us for a catalog project, but after the first collective work
was completed, we developed a steady cooperation.

SCOPE OF WORK
∕ Rebranding - Logo &
Visual Identity
∕ Product Branding
∕ Product Catalogs
∕ Partnership Catalog
∕ Branding Project Of
Delivery Car
∕ BTL Materials

SOLUTION

We have designed the entire system of signs identifying
and systematizing a wide range of products. Cohesion
and consistency prevailed - traits essential to increase
brand recognition and awareness. The system is easy to
expand upon with new products, so it is fully adaptable
to the company’s ongoing development.
OUTCOME

Our client, after previously encountering negative
experiences with branding agencies, placed very high
demands on us. The rebranding of the brand made
by us rebuilt the client’s trust in relation to branding
agencies, saved time, and resulted in an engaging longterm cooperation. The brand is currently thriving on the
market.
SEE FULL BRATEX – CASE STUDY

››
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PUBLIC SECTOR

ICE Catalogue
Brand Design for Congress Center.

CLIENT

CHALLENGE

Krakowskie Biuro

The Krakow ICE Congress Center is one of the most
technically advanced institutions of this type in Europe.
The client came to us with a request to design effective
promotional material in which they will be able to
present their full offer to potential clients.

Festiwalowe
SCOPE OF WORK
∕ Folder
∕ Technical cards
∕ 3D visualizations

SOLUTION

We have designed a multifunctional folder. Its elegant,
gray interior includes a catalog and seven independent
technical cards presenting the potential of every space
available for rent.
OUTCOME

The folder is a very important sales material, thus every
space is presented in an individual way, reflecting their
specification in such a way so as to interest potential
clients. Perfectly refined visuals are now a spatial
orientation system in ICE.
SEE FULL ICE KRAKÓW – CASE STUDY

››
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SERVICES & CONSULTING

Language Assessment
Strategic and UX workshops, website design and
development for a company verifying language
competences in recruitment and HR processes
CLIENT

BACKGROUND

Accent for Professionals

Language Assessment by Accent for Professionals is a service created by the Accent for Professionals brand, which is
part of the Accent Group, which has been operating for over
20 years. Language Assessment offers corporations and recruitment companies remote recruitment support, consisting
in verifying the language skills of job candidates and conducting language audits of employees.

SCOPE OF WORK:
∕ UX Workshops
∕ Strategic workshops
∕ Branding and illustrations
∕ UX / UI project
∕ Web design
∕ Website development
∕ Copywriting
∕ Brand proposal

SOLUTION

We have defined the strategic direction and the creative concept. We focused on a transparent presentation of the offer
and benefits, as well as dedicated graphics that added lightness and a unique character to the project. We made a website design and implementation, UX / UI project, communication
concept, information architecture and dedicated illustrations.
The site has become clear, functional and encouraging to buy
the service.
SEE WEBSITE

Language Assessment
/ BR AND DESIGN

/ WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

OUTCOME

Thanks to our concepts and their implementation, we
strengthened the brand image, distinguished it from
the competition and designed positive customer experiences. Our work resulted in the creation of a website
ensuring the implementation of the client’s business goals, as well as building brand awareness as an experienced, professional and committed partner.

Language Assessment
/ BR AND DESIGN

/ WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
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NGO

Atrium
UX and UI of an interagency digital platform devoted to collaboration
on blockchain-based projects for one of the world’s biggest and most
influential international organizations
CLIENT

CHALLENGE

UNICEF Innovation Found

The Atrium is an interagency tool utilized within the UN for the goals of collaboration and conversation
around projects built on blockchain technology. It is a digital platform where UN employees from all around
the world can share their individual ideas and provide feedback on other blockchain projects, fostering a
community and supporting learning. UNICEF was looking for a way to improve the functionality and overall
user experience of the platform. Our agency had the challenging task of building and implementing a brand
new platform from the ground up and improving the visuals for this innovative tool. It was a complex and farreaching endeavor, but we knew that we could handle it.

SCOPE OF WORK
∕ UX audit
∕ UX / UI workshops
∕ UX / UI of collaboration
platform and website
∕ Illustrations

SOLUTION

We worked in close collaboration with the client to determine which key features they would like to showcase
on their new platform. Interaction and a user experience that inspired collaboration were two factors that
were kept at top of mind when designing the new platform. After conducting UX / UI workshops, we were
able to clearly define user flows and personas. Furthermore, we devised the illustration style of the platform’s
visual identity, as well as came up with mock-ups of the system utilizing Atomic Design Methodology so that
we could end up with a platform that would best serve the needs of the target audience.
OUTCOME

Our hard work in creating and designing a brand new platform for The Atrium proved to be successful. The
system puts learning and interaction first and foremost, relying on an intuitive and clean user experience
which encourages feedback and collaboration. It is not intimidating but makes it easy to connect with other
employees - no matter whether they have never met and are located at opposite ends of the world. The UX /
UI solutions and graphic designs concepts we proposed led to The Atrium being an efficient and user-friendly
platform that can now fully support the needs of the target audience and help bring the innovative ideas of
UN employees to life, anywhere and anytime.

UNICEF Innovation – Atrium
/ COLL ABOR ATION PL ATFORM
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RE AL ESTATE

TDJ Estate — .KTW
Communication strategy and comprehensive
support for the promotional campaign for the
new TDJ Estate business investment in Katowice
CLIENT

CHALLENGE

TDJ Estate

.KTW are two modern office buildings in the very centre of
Katowice, which are two of the tallest buildings in the whole
Silesia. We have partnered with TDJ Estate to promote one of
the largest investments of the last decade in Silesia and tame
the inhabitants with the idea of a project that will completely
change the appearance of the city center.

SCOPE OF WORK
∕ Communication strategy
∕ Key Visual
∕ Branding & Corporate
identity
∕ Editorial
∕ Teaser website
∕ Website – Concept, UX,
UI, Interaction Design,
Dev (in collaboration

SOLUTION

Working on brand awareness, visual identity, teaser and
website, we had a goal in front of our eyes and presented all
the advantages of the investment and the opportunities that it
opens for residents as well as the region. We have shown not
only the functional and timeless character of the building, but
also Silesia itself and the huge opportunities that this region has
for investors.

with Netizens)
∕ Multichannel campaign

SEE WEBSITE

OUTCOME

The promotional campaign, revealing fragments of new objects,
turned out to be a hit. Residents welcomed the planned
investment. The communication strategy and all the materials
prepared have made it possible to achieve the intended goal,
and the unconventional approach to the website design and BTL
materials has been recognized in the international competition
CSS Design Awards
SEE FULL .KTW – CASE STUDY
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Interested?
Send us your project
description or a brief/RFP to
hello@funktional.pl
and we’ll be in touch with
you soon.

Funktional sp. z o.o.
ul. Karmelicka 52/9
31–128 Krakow, Poland
www.funktional.net

Thank you

